Low Pressure Filters with GeoSeal® Elements

How to Build a Valid Model Number for a Schroeder GMLF1:

Example: NOTE: One option per box

GMLF1  | 1KG |  Z | 5 |  S |  S |  D5 | BOX 8 | BOX 9 | BOX 10

GMLF11KGZ5SD5

Filter
Model
Number
Selection

NOTES:
Box 2. Number of elements must equal 1 when using KKG or 27KG elements.
Box 3. Replacement element part numbers are identical to contents of Boxes 2, 3, 4 and 5 combined.

Refer to MLF catalog page 234  for options in boxes 6 through 10.

How to Build a Valid Model Number for a Schroeder GRT:

Example: NOTE: One option per box

GRT  | 1 | KBGZ10 | S24 S24 N | Y2 | BOX 8

GRT1KBGZ10S24S24NY2

Filter
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NOTES:
Box 2. Number of elements must equal 1 when using KKG or 27KG elements.
Box 3. Replacement element part numbers are identical to contents of Boxes 3 and 4 combined.

Refer to RT catalog page 262  for options in boxes 6 through 10.